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current AASHTO fatigue-design curves should be
equally applicable to predict the fatigue behavior
of v¡eathered as well as unweathered structural-steel
cornponents.
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Fatigue Strength of Weathered and Deteriorated Riveted

JOHANNES M.M. OUT, JOHN W. FISHER? and BEN T. YEN

ÀBSIRACr

A study has been performed on the fatigue
resistance of corroded and deteriorated
riveteil ¡ne¡nbers. The need for this study
arose from the concern with the large number
of riveted structures functioning today that
have various degrees of corrosion and poten-
tial fatigue dånage. The validity of AASHTO
and A¡nerican Railway Engineering Association
category D that is generally used for rivetêd
connections is uncertain, particularly near
the fatigue 1imit. A series of fatigue
tests was carried out on 80-year-old steel
bridge stringers with a riveted built-up

cross section. The stringers erere signifi-
cantly corroded along the cornpression flange
and 1ocaI1y at the tension flange. The
stress rânges that were applied vrere
selecÈed between the fatigue timits of cle-
sign categories C and D. The corroded re-
gion of the tensíon fIånge proved to be the
nost severe conclition, varying between cate-
gories C and E. The category D fatigue
linit appears to be applicable to the rivet
detail studied. The reduction of the com-
pression flanges had no effect on the per-
fornance of the netnber. A strong frictional
bond between section components was found to
have a beneficial effect on fatigue life. A
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series of reduced-tenperature tests on a
cracked stringer tlíd not induce fracture of
the cracked component and confírmed the re-
dundancy of riveted built-up sections fabri-
cated fron mild steel.

Major concerns of bridge engineers today are the
safèty of old riveted structures and the potential
fatigue damâge that has accumulated. Many of these
structures were fabricated and placed into service
at the beginning of the century. The question of
safety is of increasing irnportance as ever-intensi-
fying traffic, deteriorating cornponent.s, and accumu-
Iation of large numbers of cycles are a reality for
highwayr railroad, and ¡nass transit bridges.

The erítería adopted for control of fatigue and
fracture of new brÍdge structures åre based on stud-
ies of modern welded construction and ongoing labo-
râtory resèarch on welded members. Most older
bridges were cônstructed of riveted built-up ¡ne¡n-
bers. Research is needed to êstabtish better êsti-
mates of the fatigue resistance of rÍveted built-up
sections.

Most of the previous laboratory work has been
carried ouÈ on simple butt splices. A further liní-
tation is that none of the previous testíng has been
perforned \dith stress ranges less than 97 MPa. Both
the AASHTO and the American Railway Engineering As-
sociation (AREA) specifications use a lorder-bound
estinate based on these limited data to classify the
fatigue strength of riveted built-up mernbers lI,2l.
This lower bound corrêsponds to categÕry D in the
joint classification system. A description and sum-
nary of the data base used are given in the cornmen-
tary to the AREA specifications (?).

A recent literature survey by the authors con-
firned the validity of category D as a lower-bound
estinate for fatigue strength. l'igure I shords the
collected test results for normal clamping force and
bearing ratios as permitted by the specifications.
The test results for bearing conditions that exceed
the specification limíts are shown in Figure 2,
whích shows that some results fall below category D.

A pilot test program on the high-cycle fatiguê
behavior and fracture resistance of rivetêd built-up
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members in their weathered and deterlorated state is
described. Stringers fron an actual britlge were
used in this study. The need for this investigation
stens from the desirability to ascertaín erhether or
not a dÍfference exists between splices, built-up
sections, cover-plate ter¡ninations, and other de-
tails of rívete¿l built-up members. Category D fa-
tigue restrictions impose an enorrnous penalty on fa-
tigue resistance. It is of particular interest to
investigate the applicability of this category near
the fatigue or endurance limÍt because no experinen-
tal data are available at values less than 97 MPa.

FATTGUE TEST PROGRAII,I

Fatigue tests were conducted on four riveted
built-up stringers taken fro¡n a railroad bridge.
The purpose of the test program was to

1. Establish fatigue life data on rivet details,
with particular focus on the high-cycle regíon; and

2. Establish the fatigue behavior of the deteri-
orated built-up rnenber.

The second objective deals with the effect 'of
force redistribution to the other section conponents
as a result of crack extenslon at a rivet detail or
corroded flange angIe. this redistribution raises
stresses and produces progressive crack initiation
antl propagation in those components. Note that
riveted built-up ¡nenbers possess a ilegree of .redun-
õlancy, which allows for an important increnent of
life after cracking develops in one conponent. The
factor of redundancy did not appear ín the najority
of the previous experínents, which had been con-
ducted on simple splices.

The project concentrated on high-cycIe fatigue
behaviori that is, near the constant cycle fatigue
Iinit of ÀÀSHTO and AREA categories C and D of 69
and 48 MPa, respectively. This generally neant con-
tinuation of cycling beyond 107 cycles.

Test Specinens

The fatigue tests were conducted on ¡nenbers that had
been re¡noved frorn a railroail bridge. It v¡as a
three-span riveted truss briclge that supported a
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FIGURE I Fatigue resistance of riveted steel connections with normal clamping
force and low bearing ratio (= 1.5).
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single railroad track. The bridge was owned by the
Southern Railroåd Cornpany and was located near Mar-
shaI1, North Carolina, spanning the French Broad Ivy
River. ft rdas built ín 1903 and demolished in 1982
for being obsolete rather than for nalfunctioníng.
It lras in service until denolition. Strain Íreasure-
ments made while in service indicate that about I
percent of the stress cycles exceealed the category D

fatigue Iimitt thus the cumulative fatigue da¡nage
fro¡n service was negligible (l). The bridge rdas
constructed by the Phoenix Steel Company. The con-
struction material used was ¡neilium steel, an early
alloy steel. In 1903 alloy steels had just replaced
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wrought iron as thè principal material for netal
structures.

Fritz Engineering Laboratory acquired six of the
stringers. They were built-up l-shapes that were I
rn deep and 0.32 n wide, and consisted of a web plate
and four angles that r.rere connected to the web by
two rows of rivets (Figurè 3). fheir original
length e¡as 7.32 m. As cut frorn the bridge, they
vrere about 6.10 m long.

The conalition of the stringers appeared to be
satisfactory. Their surface had been protected by a
heavy tar coating ancl was eventually cleaned by sand
blasting. Inspection indicated that the tension
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FIGURE 2 Fatigue resistarice of riveted steel connections with normal clamping
force and high bearing ratio (t 1.5).

FIGURE 3 Stringers of the French Broad hy River Bridge.
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flange was relativety undanaged except at sections
where the cross frame hacl been connected to the web
(Figure 4). The botton inside flange angle is seen
to be severely corroded, so that a retluced thickness
resulted as well as a partly eliminated rivet head
at that sêctÍon. The regions of reduced thickness
contained a set of notches and associated stress
concentrations, which ploved to be rather severe.

Signíficant deterioration was generally present
al.ong the compression flanges' as íllustrated in
Figure 5, which shows a thickness reduction of the
flange where the cross tíes had rested on the
stringers. Several long cracks were founcl ín the
compression flange at thê location of the lateral
bracing connection plates' as illustrateil in Figure
6. It appears Èhat the bracing connection had pro-
vided restraint to the top flange adjacent to a tie-
bearing poínt.

Test Setup

The stringers were tested in a four-point bending
setup. The repeated loads were applÍed by tldo
Ansler 245-kN hydraulic jacks and one pulsâtorr as
iltustrated in Fígure 7. The distance between the
jacks was 1.53 m. The loading signal ha¿l a constant
amplitude, and the freguency of the cycle $tas 520
cycles per ninute.

Lateral braces were attached adjâcent to each
jack to prevent lateral movêÍìent caused by the
slight ¿listort.ion and lack of syrûnetry. of the dete-
riorated section. The high freguency of the vari-

able loads requíre¿l special care to
tíon of the setup and the jacks.
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prevent vibra-

FIGURE 5 View of compression flange showing significant
reduction in outstanding legs.

FIGURE 6 Preexisting crack in compression flange next to bracing
connections.

FIGURE 4 Flange angle corrosion at cross'frame connections. FIGURE 7 Fatigue testing setuP.



2 62.1

3 62.1

4 55.2
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Results of Fatigue Tests

General Rernarks

Four of the stringers have been tested. The atten-
tion focusecl on the following details: (a) the cor-
roded region of the flange angles, and (b) the
riveted connection betr¡een the web and angles. The
data in Table I sun¡narize the test results for the

TABLE I Observed Cracking, Corroded Area

Ao Grossa Ao Netb No._of Cycles
(MPa) (MPa) (106) Comment

1 73.4 75.2
4.40
4.99

0.85
1.45

39 .7lc

t.t9
5.37
7.6f

Note: Ratio R= omin/omax æ 0.1.
uStr"sr r"ng" at fu¡l section.
oslaaaa rung" at sect¡on reduced by corrosion.
cTest discontinued.
dTest stopped because of change in condition.

fatigue strength of the corroded region. For each
test bea¡n, the gross section stress range (at the
ful-I section) and the net section stress range (at
the section reduced by corrosion) are tabulated.
Results are tabulated for the number of cycles until
first detected cracking, until fail-ure of thè cor-
roded ang1e, as well ãs the number of cycles untíI
failure of the section, if applicable.

The test results on the rivet details are sum-
marized in Table 2. Only the test alata for those

TABLE 2 Summary of Test Resr¡lts at the Rivet Details

No. of Cyclesb (106)
Âo Netâ

Test (MPa)
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sectional elements. lhis reclistribution often gen-
erated rapid cracking in those elenents. This
effect is shown in Figures I and 9. Soon after

FIGURE B Crack at corroded area of test
beam l

::llDr:s

FIGURE 9 Surface of crack in corroded a¡ea of test beam l.

severing of the corroded angle, the opposite flange
angle developeil several cracks within a short period
of tirne.

Fatigue Resistance of Corroilecl Region

The four stringers tested all had the region of re-
duced thickness fron corrosion. The degrees of re-
ductionr however, were quite clifferent and varied
fron 5 to 40 percent of the angle 1eg area. Figure
8 shows the cracked-reduced section of beam l. The
crack surface at this section is shown in Figure
10. Cracking was observed to initiate at multiple
sites in the region neâr the edge of the angle where
the thickness is minimal.

The corroded section of bea¡n 2 after fracture is
shown in Figure 11. Before Èhe test a small exist-
ing crack had been detected in the corro¿le¿l section,
which was removed by grinding. Thís segment is
shown in Figure 12.

The degree of corrosion of the third stringer Ís
shown in Figure 13. No cracking was observed at

64.8

63.4

57.2

Crack found > 104 mm
A¡gle severed
Section failed

AngÌe severed
Section fâiled

No failu¡e

CYack found >7.6 mm
First hole drilled
Section spliced

Nc Nr Comment

65.9

5 9.3

56.2

46.8

45.8

6.52
7.34
8.70

t2.98

36.50

t8.26

25.94

25.94

Argle, bottom hole, top of hole
Angle, bottom hole, top of hole
Argle, bottom hole, top of hole
Angle, bottom hole, top of hole

18.25 Test stopped
Web plate, bottom hole, bottom
of hole

36.50 Test stopped
38.69 Argle, bottom hole, fillet, top of

hole
39.72c Angle, bottom hole, fillet, top of

hole
39.72c Angle, bottom hole, fillet, top of

hole
A¡gle, bottom hole, top of hole,

shear span
Angle, bottom hole, top of hole,

shear span

Notet Only cracks at rivet holes not affected by a cracked section are included.
" Slress rangc al scct¡on rcduced by corros¡on.
O*" 

= t,r" until first cracking, and Nt = l¡tc unlil fâilure of component.
c'Iest 

stopped.

fatigue cracks that were not affecte¿l by cracking of
the corroded section or other adjacent sections are
liste¿l. It was observeil that progressing cracking
of a section caused force redistribution from the
cracked sectíôn components to the other cross-

'I
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FIGURE 10 Set of cracks developed because of force redistribution
in section.

FIGURE 11 Cracked section at corroded area of test
beam 2.

this section Èhroughout the test. The thickness
reductíon was less than half the original thickness.

Figure 14 shows the crack in the reduce¿l section
of bea¡n 4. This crack was arrested by drilling
holes centered on the crack tip after it had grown
to a length of about 64 nm. The crack subsequently
reinitiated aî.ter 2.2 ¡nillion additional stress cy-
c1es, and the section was finalJ.y spficed to pernit
continued testing of the stringer.

The fatigue test data of the corroded region de-
tail of the flange angle are shown in Figure 15.
The stress range is defined on the net section.

The corro¿led areas of stringers 2 and 4 (see Fig-
ures 11 and t4) had a fatigue life at the first ob-
served cracking that !'¡as lower than that provided by
category E. The corro¿led detaÍl of stringer 1 (see
Figure 8) had a fatigue resistance slightly lower
than category c. Stringer 3 (see Figure 13) did not
crack at this location.

The deterioration of the flange angle of bean 3

FIGURE 12 Initial crack in corroded area of test beam 2.

FIGURE l3 Corroded area of test beam 3.

FIGURE 14 Corroded area of test beam 4 with crack, reinitiated
after having holes d¡illed.

15
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FIGURE 15 Fatigue resistance of corroded area details.
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FIGURE 16 Fatigue cracked riveted section in test beam 3, after
several reduced temperature tests.

FIGURE 17 Cracked sr¡rface of crack at rivet hole rururing into
bottom flange.
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was not severe enough to have a crack iniÈiate. The
severity of the corroded regions of stringers 1, 2,
and 4 r¡ere greater than that predícted by consitler-
ing the loss of cross-sectionâI area only, as they
all plot well belos¡ category A. Apparently, the
roughness of the surface and the associated stress
concentrations are the major factors in making this
detail more severe than anticipatecl.

The ¡nechanism of crack for¡natíon in the corroded
area is as follo¡rs. First, several small cracks
form on the rough surface at the deeper notches
close to the angle tip. These cracks coalesce and
forn a long, shallow surface crack. This surface
crack then propagates through the flange thickness
at the tip and beco¡nes an eilge crack, whereas small
cracks continue to form in the corro¿led surface and
to coalesce with lhe eclge crack. The crack length
¡neasured at the bottom surface significantly lags
behind the length rneasured at the corroded top
surface.

À final note should be nade on the crack length
at discovery in èhe various cases. For beam 4, the
crack was s¡nall when detected--7.6 nn. This condi-
tion is identified in Figure 15 as cracking. The
condition where the crack length has increased to
approximately the length at discovery for bearn I is
represented by point Cr. Hence the fatigue strength
of the corrodetl sections of beams I anil 4 are corn-
parable.

All three stringers that developed cracks in the
corroded section sustained a substantiat number of
additional stress cycles before the section faitecl.
The numbers of cycles at failure of the angte of the
cross section are inclicated by angle failure and
section failure, respectively.

Fatigue Resistance of Rivet Detaí1s

Fatigue cracks forned at rivet holes, as illustrated
in Figure 16. The crack surface of one of these ¿le-
talLs ls shown in Fígure 17. The fatígue strengths
of the rívet details that cracked independently of
each other are summarizecl in Table 2 anil plotted in
Fígure 18 as a function of the net section stress
range. In Figure I8 cracking denotes first observed
cracking. Failure of the flange angle developed for
stringer 3 only. The cracked angles of the remain-
ing stringers were retrofitte¿l before failure coulcl
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FIGURE lB Fatigue resistance of rivet details'

occur. No tests were continued until failure of the
riveted section because of cracking at rivet holes.

Fatigue cracking was observed to occur belon the
fatígue limit for category c (69 MPa). Tv¡o cracks
developed below the fatigue linit of category D

(48.3 lrfPa). Both of these cracks were located ín a
shear span. The stress condition that corresPonds
to bendÍng and shear is slightly nore severe than
bending alone if the rivets are in bearing.

The literature review tlemonstratecl that clanping
force and bearing ratío were the principal variables
influencing the fatigue behavior of riveted joints
(4). Most of the cracke¿l-rivet details are located
in a constanÈ monent region, so that the rivets clo

not transrnit a bearing force. ghis is â favorable
contlition. At the sane time, the rivets appear to
be tight, which ls favorable as well.

The avaiLable shop drawings ¿lo not indicate the
nethod of hole preparation. The apparent distortion
of the holes may be a result of punching or driving
of the rivets.

There \ras no clear evidence of cracks existing at
the beginning of the tests. fn one or two instances
a dark oxiile was found on the crack surface, but
sometines this oxide was located away from the hole.
In at leåst one instance it appeareal this had oc-
curred when the anglês were f1a¡ne cut from the sec-
tion in or¿ler to expose the crack surfaces. None of
these cracks corresponded to an appreci-ab1y ¿lif-
ferent fatigue life than others without any indica-
tion of oxide.

The majority of the rivet detaíls vlere observe¿l
to develop first cracking at the top of the hole'
even though the norninal stress range is higher at
its bottom. Þ{ost cracks initiated at the inner sur-
face between web plate and angle at the edge of the
hole. It is possible that fretting has aicled crack
i nitiation.

observations during the test íntlicated that there
was a significant influence of a frictional bond be-
tvreen the web plate and angles. This bond was from
a paint and corrosion procluct. The significance of
this ínfluence lies in the effect it had on the
propagation velocity of the crack. The fríctional
resistance betvreen web plate and ang1e, v¡hich was
adjacent to the crack as well as ahead of the crack

front, reduced the compliance of the cracked plate
and the crack opening displacement. This decreased
the crack growth rate and extended the fatigue
life. crack growth neasurements indicate that the
crack grorvth rate was fairty constant with increas-
íng crack length, as long as the crack propagated in
the vertical leg of the angle. This phenonenon is
treate¿l in nore detail elselrhere (5).

The fatigue resistance of the riveted stringers
is compared with the category c and D resistance
línes, which are shown to represent riveted rnernbers
(?) in Figure 19. AIso Plotte¿l are the results of
other tests on rivetecl tnembers. Fatigue life is de-
fined as first observe¿l cracking in all cåses. The
truss joints tested by Reernsnyder (6) and the hanger
menbers tested by Baker antt Kulak Q) were subjectecl
to nuch higher stress range levels than the string-
ers and therefore yieldeit ¡nuch shorter fatigue
1ives. All three sets of test alata confirm that
category D is a lower bound for the fatigue lifer as
defíned by the developnent of a snall crack.

cracking of Deteriorated conpression Flänges

The sígnificant loss of sectíon of the conpression
flange apparent in Figure 5 yfas typical of every
test beam. In extreme cases this loss was suffÍ-
cient to result in the development of fatigue crack-
ing in the outstanding legs of the ansle. Fígure 20

shows one such fatigue crack. The crack surfaces
are shoe¿n in Figure 21.

The cracks always started at the section that had
the largest thickness reduction. The explanation
for this phenornenon is Èhat the compressional stress
cycle resulted in yieltling on the net ligãments of
the reduced section as a result of stress concentra-
tion and reducedl area. During the unloading part of
the stress cycle a residual tension stress field
forrned, which pernitted crack initiation. rn these
circunstances the crack propagated towaral the heel
of the angle ancl arrested after having grovtn out of
the region of yielding. None of the cracks propa-
gated past the heel. Hence the cracks in the co¡n-
pression flange did not ailversely affect the load-
carrying capacity of any of the test beams.
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FIGURE 19 Fatigue resistance of riveted members.
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FIGURE 2t Fatigue crack su¡face in deteriorated compression
llange of test beam 1.

nitrogen, the tenperåture of the enclosed section of
the stringer was decreased to approximately -40"c.
The tenperature vras monitored by three temperature
gauges attached to the web plate at mid-depth and to
the top and bottom angles. After reaching the re-
quired tenperature, the temperaturê was maintained
by regulating the nitrogen flow.

v¡ith the cracked section being at this low tem-
peraturer a static l-oad that corresponded to the
maxi¡nu¡n load of the repeated load cycle was ap-
pIÍeil. The cyclic loading was then resumed at a

frequency of. 260 cycles per minute. The crack front
advanced in a stable, fatigue rnode. The cyclic
Ioading was continued for a period of approximately
0.5 hr at the reduced tenperature. Then the crack
was propagated at roon tenperature for an additíona1
12.5 to 25 mn. This procedure was then repeated.

l.laterial Fracture Character istics

An indication of the fracture characterístics of the
material was obtained by perforrning a series of
charpy V-notch inpact tests on J-8 specimens taken
fro¡n a tension flange angle of one of the string-
ers. Temperatures varied from -18o to 66oC. The
results are shown in Eígure 22.

À l-arge variation in absorbed inpact energy can
be seen at test temperatures between 21" and 44oC.
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FIGURE 20 Fatigue crack in deteriorated compression flange of
test beam l.

REDUCED TEMPERATURE TEST

objective and Procedure

A reduced temperature test was carried out on the
third stringer. Thê objêctive was to evaluaÈe the
behavior of the rnemberr given a fatigue crack, under
low temperatures. More specifically, the objective
was to deterrnine if brittle fracture of a component
would occur and how that would affect the behavior
of the cross section. At the start of the test a
fatigue crack extended fron lhe top of the hole to
the edge of the angle and fron the botto¡n of the
hole to the angle fillet, as shown in Figure 16. No
cracking was observed in the other flange angle or
in the web plate at that cross section.

The test procedure r.ras as follo!¡s. The cyclic
test was interrupted so that an insulating box of
Styrofoam could be built around the sectionr which
contained a grid of copper tubes with openings at
regular distance through which liquid nitrogen could
be injected into the closed space. By injecting the

rti',,]
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FIGURE 22 Charpy V-notch characteristics of flange angle.

The estinated 20.3 J transition temperature was
about 20oC. Hence the naterial woulil satisfy the
inpact energy requirement for zone 2 of the AASHTO
and AREA specif ications.

Results of Reduced Temperature Test

The reduced temperature test was performed for a
number of different crack lengths. These lengths
and the number of stress cycles experienced under
reduced ternperature are given in Table 3.

TABLE 3 Reduced Temperature
Test Results

Test a¡ (mm) AN (cycles)

I
2

3

4
5

6
7

Note: T È -40'C. (omax)s - 6t MPa. ¿ =
2.6 x I 0-3 fS-l¡. u¡ = "ìîãtit"ngrh 

at s¡årt
of test measured ât bottom of flange from
angle co¡4er to crack tip.
aCrack iû fillet.
bsingle static test.
c Test ? discontinùedl no fracture.

No unstable crack extension occurred in the
cracke¿l angle at any stage. During the process of
crack extension the gross section stress increased
by about 30 pêrcent. It is apparent fron the datâ
in Table 3 that significant numbers of stress cycles
were applied at each crâck length increnent.

The rnaxi¡nun estinated stres,ç intensity factor
during the test v¡as 45 MPa(m¡1/2 if an edge crack
wâs assurned fro¡n the heel of the angle. The test
results suggest that a significant temperature shift
is applicable because the alynanic fracture toughness
at 21oC was thís oraler of nagnitude (8).

rn addition, the results indicated that the fric-
tional restraínt between the cracked angle and the
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uncracked web, which was noted ln the section on
Fatigue Test Program, was beneficial because the
crack opening was Enall. The associated stress in-
tensity factor vras probably snaller than predicated
by assumÍng an edge crack.

No ailverse behavior was experienced at the sec-
tion when the flange angle crâcked in two under the
reduced ternperature. The renaining resLstance of
the cross section was sufficient to carry the ap-
plied loa¿|.

SI'I.{MÀRY AND CONCI,USIONS

The experirnental studies carried out on four
ereathered and deteriorated riveted members provided
infor¡nation on the extreme Iife behavior of such
rnembers. In adldition, they have also provided in-
formation on the behavior of severely corroded re-
gions and their susceptibility to fatigue crack
growth. The principal findlngs are as follows.

l. The extrene Iife fatigue resistance of the
web flange riveted connection appears to be close to
the category D fatigue linit. Several fatigue
cracks were found to ¿levelop in the rivet detalls ât
stress ranges betneen 46 and 66 UPa after 8 to 30
million cycles.

2. The fâtigue resistance of the corro¿led sec-
tíon was observed to vary between category E and C,
depending on the severity of the corrosion and the
loss of cross-sectional area. This degree of sever-
ity cannot be accounte¿l for by considering only the
loss of area. The four test results suggest that
when the thickness of the outstanding flange angle
is reduced until less than half remains, the proxirn-
ity of the corrocled area to the opposite surface re-
duces the fatigue resistance. Those sÈringers that
had more than half of their flange thickness renìove¿l
by corrosion initiated fatigue cracks near the cate-
gory E resistance curve. When about half the thick-
ness was avaíIable, lnltiation was observed to occur
near the category C resistance curve. A lesser
level of thickness did not result in crack initi-
ation.

3. Severing of a component of the built-up sec-
tion ilid not im¡nediately lnpair the cyclic loading
capacity of the nernbers. BetÌreen 0.5 to 1 milllon
cycles of a stress range of 62 to 69 MPa on the
gross section Ìrere reguired before the load-carrying
capacity was conpletely destroyed. Cracks for¡necl
slow1y in the other angle and in the web plate. Al1
four test beans exhibitetl redundant behavlor once
cracks developed that severed a flange angle.

4. Significant bond was observedl to exist be-
tween the angles and web plate in their painted and
corroded condltion. This reduced the opening of the
crack and extended the fatigue life.

5. Fatigue cracks that forned in the deterio-
rated legs of the conpression flange were observed
to arrest near the heel of the angle. None of these
cracks affected the load-cârrying capacity 'and the
fatlgue resistance of the stringers.

6. Reduced tenperature tests at periodic inter-
vals of extension of a crack grown fron a rivet hole
into the outstanding leg of an angle did not result
in unstable crack growth. Even wÍth 95 percent of
the angle section cracked, the crack extension ¡node
was stable.
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Stresses in Hanger Plates of Suspended Bridge Girders
JAMES R. BDLLENOIT, BEN T. YEN, and JOHN W. FISHER

ABSTRACT

Hanger plates in suspended span bridges are
briefly exanined for in-pIane bending. The
hanger plates are designecl as tension men-

, bersi however, measurements indicate that
bending occurs as well. This bending is
producecl by the reLative rotation at the
encls of the pJ.ate and is caused by the fric-
tional bond between the hanger plate, pinr
and girder web assembly. A finite-element
¡¡odel of the hanger plates in¿licates that a
nonunifor¡n stress distríbution exists across
the width of the plate at the pinhole. The
¡naximu¡n stress concentration factors were
calculated to be 4.6 ancl 1.8 for 6.9 MPa (l
ksi) axial and bending stressr respectively.
A fatigue strength analysis was conducted to
cletermine the 1ífe of the hanger plates.

À frequêntly a¿lopted arrangenent for short- an¿l
nedium-span steel bridges is the three-span struc-
ture with a suspeniled portion in the middle (see
Figure 1). The suspendled steel girders are usually
connected to the overhanging girders by hinges and
hanger plates. This arrangènent renders the sus-
pended girders in a simply supported condition.

The hanger plates, which are attacheil to the
girders by pins (as illustrated in Figure 21, are
primary bridge conponents. The plates are designetl
to undertake the reactlons of the rocker supports of

FIGURE I Three-span bridge with suspended girders.

the suspen¿led span. Because the pins of hanger
plates are assumed to rotate freely, the hangers are
assu¡ned to sustâin tension forces.

In actual cases hanger plates nay be subjectecl to
in-plane bending because of friction at the pins,
and to out-of-plane bendíng because of skewness of
the bridge or other reasons. Broken hanger plates
have been founcl in bridges (!). Some results of a
brlef study on in-plane bending of hanger plates are
presented here.

MEASURED STRESSES

Because hanger ptates are assumed to take tension
forces, Iive-load stresses ín hanger plates are
expecteal to be tensile in nature. Measurements by
electrical resistancê strâin gauges on hanger plates
of two highway brídge girders índicated that strains
varied from tension to compression, or vice-versa,
as vehicles traversêd the bri¿lqes (j¿).

Exa{nples of recorcled strain-tine traces are sho¡tn
in Figure 3. These results irnply that the hanger
plates were subjecte¿l to more than sinple tensíon.


